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Abstract. Current 3D digital film gives us a realistic sensation. Also adding 
physical effect with 3D film called 4D film becomes common entertainment 
system which generates more realistic sensation. So there are many commercial 
entertainment systems in order to give realistic experience adapted to such as 
horror contents. However there is still some problem that is unable us to im-
merse the horror contents. In order to find an effective way to amplify horror 
experience to viewers, we propose an original film-viewing theater environ-
ment. In concrete, we made a locker-type theater environment implementing 
polarizing filters on peephole of a locker door. This makes a viewer force to 
stand when to peep a 3d horror movie in a closed space without wearing 3D 
glasses. And by peeping a screen from a small hole, it is unable to see an edge 
of a large screen. By evaluating heart rate of viewers and conducting question-
naire-based survey, we confirmed our proposed method amplifies a horror  
experience especially by producing a closed viewing space.  
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1 Introduction 

Current 3D digital film gives us a realistic sensation. Also adding physical effect with 
3D film called 4D film becomes common entertainment system which generates more 
realistic sensation. So there are many commercial entertainment systems producing 
realistic experience such as horror contents. However there is still some problem that 
is unable us to immerse the horror contents. In order to find an effective way to ampli-
fy horror experience to viewers, we hypothesize that obstacles to reduce immersion is 

1. Unusual 3d glasses 

As we usually have to wear polarizing glasses when to watch 3D contents, this 
special eye ware may reduce reality of contents. 

2. Open space 

As most of 3D contents are watched in theater, we sit a seat surrounded by other 
viewers in a large space. This environment may obstacle the immersion even though 
the situation of the contents is opposite such as a horror story in a cage. 
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3. Visible edge of screen 

We experience 3D contents in theater provided by a large screen. Under this situa-
tion, we know 3D contents are played on screen, which implicitly recognize that this 
is not real. 

In order to analyze whether the hypothesis above is obstacles of generating reality, 
we made a 4D theater environment, which may solve these obstacles and created a 
horror movie to evaluate the effects. In concrete, we made a locker-type theater envi-
ronment implementing polarizing filters on a locker door. This makes a viewer force 
to stand when to peep a 3D horror movie with a closed space without wearing a pola-
rizing glasses. And by peeping a screen from a small hole, it is unable to see an edge 
of a large screen. By comparing heart rate response and conducting questionnaire-
based survey, we evaluated which factors cause to reduce immersion and our pro-
posed theater system amplifies a horror experience. 

2 Related Commercial Entertainment System and Researches 

3D digital film has become commercially known these days. By adding physical ef-
fect that occur in synchronization with 3D film is called 4D film (1) and the first 4D 
film is known as “Sensorama” (2). Effects simulated in a 4D film may include rain, 
wind, strobe lights and vibration of which gimmick is installed above or under seat. 
Many of the 4D films are presented in custom-built theatres or arcade box such as 
theme parks or game center (3,4). There are variety of the contents of 4D films such as 
adventures story, horror story and time travel story (5,6). The commercial 4D film thea-
ter is seat-type entertainment system and in most cases, he/she experiences it by sit-
ting a seat wearing 3D glasses. Under this environment, especially if the contents of 
the film is made based on subjective viewpoint, there may be lack of reality. As for 
the research of combination of film and physical effect, “ants in the pants” gives a 
novel haptic interface combining video image (7). And olfactory display presented by 
Nakamoto et.al. combines scent and image to improve reality of the digital contents 
(8). In this paper, we focus on horror contents and propose a method of experiencing 
4D horror film. Thus, even though we add physical effect by implementing vibration 
devices, our main goal of this paper is the design of theater environment to change 
physical perception, which may cause to amplify horror.  

3 Preliminary Experiment: Comparison of Our Proposed 
Theater System and Conventional One 

3.1 Purpose 

As a preliminary experiment, we conducted an experiment in a locker-type viewing 
theater environment as figure 1 shows to examine whether our proposed environment 
amplifies horror experience. One of the authors created an original horror movie as 
follows;  
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5.2 Procedure 

A subject watches a pre-show movie for two minutes. Afterwards, he/she moves to each 
designated position in a next room. A heart rate sensor (Polar RS800) is worn during 
watching the horror movie. In experiment 1, 5 subjects (4 male and 1 female (average 
age 21.6 years old, SD 0.894)) participated. In experiment 2, 5 subjects (4 male and 
1female (average age 20.8 years old, SD 0.837)) participated. In experiment 3, 5 sub-
jects (4 male and 1 female (average age 20.8 years old, SD 0.837)) participated.  

5.3 Result 

1. Figure 7 shows the baseline comparison of M-HRS between wearing 3D glasses 
and not wearing 3D glasses. The result shows no significant difference between 
two conditions. 
 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of M-HRS between w/ and wo/ 3D glasses 

2. Figure 8 shows the baseline comparison of M-HRS between open and closed envi-
ronment. The result shows significant difference in 4 scenes between two condi-
tions. (t test p<0.05) 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of M-HRS between open and closed space 
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